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DISCLAIMER
This Executive Summary is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation or an offer to buy any security, which can be made only by reviewing the final
Operating Agreement and Private Placement Memorandum. All potential investors must meet applicable suitability standards. This overview
document should be read in conjunction with the Operating Agreement and Private Placement Memorandum in order to understand all of the
implications and risks of this investment. Potential investors are advised to consult with their tax, legal and financial advisors.
Some of the statements contained herein are forward-looking statements. You should not rely upon forward-looking statements as predictions of
future events. These statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors that may cause the project’s actual results, levels
of activity, performance, or achievements to be materially and adversely different from any future results, levels of activity, performance, or
achievements expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements.
In some cases, you can identify forward-looking statements by terminology such as “may”, “will”,“should”,“expects”, “plans”, “anticipates”, “believes”,
“targeted”, “projected”, “underwritten”, “estimates”, “predicts”, “potential”, or “continue” or the negative of these terms or other comparable
terminology. These forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, statements concerning the Investment Entity, property, risk factors,
plans and projections.
Although the issuer believes that the expectations reflected in the forward-looking statements are reasonable, guarantees of future results, levels of
activity, performance or achievements cannot be made. Moreover, neither the issuer nor any other person or entity assumes responsibility for the
accuracy and completeness of forward-looking statements. No person or entity is under any duty to update any of the forward-looking statements to
conform them to actual results.
Except as required by law, neither we nor any other person assumes responsibility for the accuracy and completeness of the forward-looking
statements. We undertake no obligation to update publicly any forward-looking statements for any reason to conform these statements to actual
results or to changes in our expectations.

IMPORTANT NOTES WHEN
REVIEWING THIS DOCUMENT

All references to “Fund“ refer to
Ascent Multifamily Fund I, LLC, the
entity in which investors in this
opportunity will be investing.

All references to “Investment Entity
Manager“ refer to Ascent Equity
Group, LLC (Ascent).

INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS
Ascent Equity Group Fund I is seeking to capitalize
on relationships with some of the best operators
in multifamily that normally only allow
institutional size investors to participate in their
deals.

By leveraging these connections, we will provide
access to both core, core-plus, value-add and
development deals that provide superior riskadjusted returns.
Through a fund model, each investor will have
diversification that is not possible normally at this
investment amount.

INVESTMENT DETAILS
INVESTMENT TYPE

Multi-Property Fund (3+ Properties)

INVESTMENT STRATEGY

Potential investment in development, core/core plus,
and value-add Multifamily deals

ASSET CLASSES

Real estate: Multi-family

SPONSOR

Various

FUND MANAGER

Ascent Equity Group (AEG)

AEG FUND SIZE

Up to $15 Million

NUMBER OF DEALS IN FUND

3-7

PROJECTED HOLD PERIOD

5 to 7 Years (the actual fund duration is variable
depending on various factors in the market)

LOCATION

Various locations across the US

INVESTMENT DETAILS
DISTRIBUTION WATERFALL TO INVESTORS

PROJECTED ANNUALIZED CASH FLOW DISTRIBUTIONS

10% Preferred Return followed by Return of Equity
followed by a 80/20 (Investor/Fund Manager) split
Year 1: 4-6%, Year 2: 4-6%, Year 3: 8-10% Year 4-7: 10%+

PROJECTED TOTAL ANNUALIZED RETURN ON
INVESTMENT NET TO INVESTORS

12-14% IRR

DISTRIBUTION AND REPORTING TIMING

Quarterly distributions and reports are projected to be
sent to investors within 60 days of the close of each
quarter, beginning at the end of Q2 2021

MINIMUM INVESTMENT

$100,000

INVESTMENT STRATEGY
UNDERPERFORMING REAL
ESTATE
Our fund is focused on finding
underperforming assets that we believe have
significant unrealized value. We are dedicated
to finding the best sponsors and operators
who can provide a strategic vision that focuses
on creation of value. Harnessing these
relationships, we have the ability to find deals
that will provide superior risk-adjusted
returns.

INVESTMENT STRATEGY
MAXIMIZING MARKET
POTENTIAL
Ascent Equity Group is committed to finding markets
and submarkets that have consistent and improving
fundamentals. We focus on areas that have seen
population and job growth.
This gives us confidence in the long-term prospect of
our real estate acquisitions. We focus on key metrics
and have the ability to compare market fundamentals
across various different MSAs to truly understand the
positioning of a property.

DEAL VETTING

UNDERSTANDING SPONSORS
Ascent Equity Group spends time building and growing
relationships with the best sponsors in the country. Our
process involves becoming familiar with not only each
team’s strengths but also their weaknesses. We
evaluate performance not only in terms of return
metrics but also risk taken.
We look for those with at least one decade of
experience within real estate and many of our sponsors
have several decades. In addition, we look for
transactional experience of at least $500 million. This
level of experience ensures that they have seen
different market cycles and can navigate the ups and
downs.

DEAL VETTING

UNDERWRITING
We strive to know each deal we invest in as well as the
sponsor knows it. We spend time not only evaluating
their assumptions but also verifying them.
Each investment opportunity has been independently
reviewed by us and has been stressed tested in order to
ensure it meets our highest standards. We utilize a
data-driven approach to ensure that our models are
grounded in facts.

FUND SNAPSHOTS
ANTICIPATED OUTCOMES

TAX BENEFITS
Our fund caters to high-income earners who do
not have many tax friendly investment vehicles.
We focus on real estate to provide tax efficient
investments.

DIVERSIFICATION
By providing access to several real estate
opportunities, we provide sponsor and
geographic diversification all in one
investment vehicle.

CAPITAL
PRESERVATION
AEG fund is focused on finding investments that
will provide superior risk-adjusted returns. With
this philosophy in mind, our goal is to protect our
investor’s capital. We do this by finding properties
that have multiple clear paths to increasing asset
value.

FUND SNAPSHOTS
ANTICIPATED OUTCOMES

CONSISTENT DEAL
FLOW
An operator will usually see dozens of
opportunities before finding one potential
investment that they will present to us. We
receive three to five of these investment
opportunities per week giving us access to
unprecedented vetted deals.

HIGH YIELD INCOME/
CAPITAL APPRECIATION
AEG anticipates an IRR of 12%, or greater to the
Members.

THIRD PARTY ADMINISTRATOR
We will be using a third-party administrator that will be
doing all of the logistics of the fund. Your investment
will go to Assure who then will send the money to
operators. The operators will send distributions to
Assure who will then send it the investors and Ascent.
They will also be in charge of handling K-1s and
reporting.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Will this be a blind fund?
Yes, this will be a blind fund. That means that you may not know any or all the investments that will go into the fund before you
invest. The investments will be made according to our investment criteria mentioned before.

Do you intend to use leverage?
It is anticipated that bank or seller financing will generally account for between approximately sixty per- cent
(65%) and seventy percent (75%) of the gross fair market value of each Property. Special exceptions can be
made for sponsors with proven records.

When do I begin to accrue a return?
Upon admittance into the Investment Entity, an Investor’s account begins to accrue a return 90 days after admission
to the Ascent Equity Group Fund 1. We anticipate the Initial Funding Date will be February 27th, 2021, with the
potential of subsequent closes in the event that the Fund Manager continues to accept capital contributions.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
When will distributions likely begin?
AEG’s goal is to begin distributions by the conclusion of Q2 2021.

When are distributions made?
AEG intends to make distributions within 60 days after the close of each quarter.

What kind of reporting will I receive?
In conjunction with the Fund Manager, AEG will furnish Members with a Fund update, which reports various
activities and operations of the Fund. This report can range from 3-10 pages depending on the volume of activity for
a given quarter. Annually, you will receive a K-1.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
How long does it take to deploy my capital?
This can vary. If you are unable to invest prior to the Initial Funding Date, your capital (if permitted into the Investment Entity)
will generally be invested within 30-days after your date of investment.

Are you a REIT?
No.

Must I be “Accredited” in order to
invest in the Investment Entity?
Yes. The Investment Entity is offering Units to Investors under an exemption from securities registration afforded by Regulation D, Rule
506(c), which requires the Manager to take “reasonable steps” to verify that each Investor is “Accredited,” prior to allowing them
admission to the Investment Entity. There are eight (8) separate categories of Accredited Investors, under which an Investor may qualify,
each of which is provided in the Investment Entity’s Private Placement Memorandum, along with the documents the Investor must
provide to demonstrate its qualifications to invest in this Offering. For more information, visit
https://www.sec.gov/fast-answers/answers-accredhtm.html.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
What is the duration of this investment
opportunity?
An investment in the Investment Entity should be considered long-term in nature. Investors should be in a
financial position that will enable an Investor to hold its interests for the duration of the investment
opportunity, which is projected as up to seven (7) years, or longer.

Is the investment opportunity
eligible for a 1031 Exchange?
No.

How long before there is excess cash
flow above the Preferred Return to split?
It is likely that during the first few years, all Net Proceeds Available for Distribution less a Member’s Preferred Return will be used in
acquiring, developing, and/or improving the Properties to help increase both the value of each such Property and future cash flow of
the Fund. After withholding such sufficient Working Capital and Reserves as determined in the sole discretion of the Fund Manager,
distributions, if any, will be made to the Investment Entity, which will then distribute any available capital to Members.

HOW THE FUND OPERATES?
The unique relationships and experience of AEG
will allow us to offer the following benefits:
Offering structure:

●

●
●

●

Investors purchase Interests in the Investment Entity via its
Private Placement Memorandum
The Investment Entity uses funds raised from Investors to invest
in multifamily real estate deals
The members of the Sponsors, and their Affiliates, handle all
aspects of the deal’s operations including:
○ Finding properties to acquire, conducting due diligence,
and managing the closing of such properties
○ Enacting the turn-around plan, and implementing
appropriate exit strategies
○ Managing the Properties
○ Selling individual Properties (expected within 7 years, or
more)
○ Overseeing all accounting
○ Obtaining financing
Communications with Investors will include:
• Quarterly reports
• Quarterly distribution checks/ACH deposits, if funds are
available for distribution

WHY MULTI-FAMILY?
•
•
•
•

Historically one of the best performing asset
classes even during recessions
Little to no correlation with outside investments
Benefits of capital depreciation
Chance to create “alpha” by capturing market
inefficiencies

CBRE Research

MEET THE TEAM

PRANAY PARIKH, M.D
Pranay has experience investing in and
teaching about real estate both residential
and commercial real estate, and mixed-use
projects. He earned his MD from Ross
University and graduated with a B.S.
degree from the University of California:
San Diego. Pranay spent over 4 years
managing his own portfolio of personal &
private investments and the last 2 years as
a partner of Passive Income MD.

MEET THE TEAM
PETER KIM, M.D.
Principal
Peter has a significant amount of experience
in real estate investing in projects covering
single-family, multi-family, and mixed-use. He
earned his MD from the University of
Maryland and graduated with a B.A. degree
from Johns Hopkins University. Peter spent
over 6 years managing his own portfolio of
personal & private investments and the last 4
years as CEO of Passive Income MD. He has
participated in deals valued in excess of $300
million.

MEET THE TEAM

MITHULAN JEGAPRAGASAN M.D.
Principal
Mith has years of experience in real estate
investing including single family, large
multifamily, and mobile home parks. He
graduated from Stanford University and
obtained his M.D. from the University of
Pittsburgh. He was a business analyst for
Accenture and after residency was an
investment analyst for a large mobile
home park investment fund.
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THANKS!
Do you have any questions?
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